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I’m starting to wonder if Clay Paky isn’t 
just showing off how good they are with 
optics.  Supersharpy uses a 470W lamp 
which is about 2.5x the power of the 190W 
lamp in Sharpy, yet the fixture is three 
times brighter.  The only other place that 
can come from is improved optics.  The 
original Sharpy was very impressive in 
that department, yet somehow Clay Paky 
has improved upon it.  I’m reckoning the 
enormous 170mm front lens probably has 
something to do with it.

 Su persharpy
Th e n ew su perpower i n 
beam lights

by Jimmy Den-Ouden
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Watch on CX-TV.com

Brand:Clay Paky
Model:Supersharpy

RRP:$12,449.00 inc GST
Product Info:  
www.claypaky.it 
Distributor:  

www.showtech.com.au 
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Behind that lens sits a fairly densely packed optical 
path including two gobo wheels (7x HQ dichroic 

rotating on one, 18+1 fixed metal on the other), a frost 
unit, focus mech, three fixed colour wheels (totaling 11 
special colours), 8 facet rotating prism, and lastly a CMY 
mixing system.  That explains why it weighs 30kg, but 
gives nothing away about how they make it so damn 
compact.  I couldn’t figure out how to take the head 
apart, so I didn’t get to see how it looks inside.  Beam 
angle is variable between zero and four degrees, and 
the fixed gobo wheel allows you to size the beam down 
in 6 steps to a size I’ll call “extremely tiny”.

Of course it moves like a Sharpy, with 540 degree 
pan and 250 degree tilt both of which happen stupidly 
fast.  With the greatly increased output comes the 
need for more safeguards, and a range of features 
allow the fixture to automatically insert beam elements 
on loss of DMX to minimize the chance of melting 
whatever it’s pointed at when the DMX stops.  Clay 
Paky recommends a minimum distance of 18 metres to 
lighted objects.

Reviewing the Supersharpy has served as a healthy 
reminder that with great power comes great 
responsibility.  Supersharpy doesn’t exactly have what 
you’d call an “indoor voice”, arriving accompanied 
by a tale of how it could burn through a spanset in four 
minutes from 13 metres away.  That’s enough to make 
a dude cautious about firing it up in the CX studio, lest 
“fire” become the operative word.  Our studio isn’t 18m 
in ANY dimension, but fortunately our loading dock is, 
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so I flooded it with haze and began testing.  Outdoors 
would have been better, but I didn’t have a permit, a 
gigahazer or even a Batman gobo.

I like the selection of gobos, and also the colour quality
and saturation on the CMY wheel.  The CTO colours 
(3200 and 2500K) are convincing too, while the native 
7800K colour temperature beam really pushes well 
through tungsten.  Dropping in the beam reducers (or 
indeed any gobo) it’s clear that you sacrifice output, but 
that’s just basic science and applicable to everything 
that ever used a gobo.  The important point is that loads 
of light still makes it out the sharp end of the fixture.  
Adjusting the focus you can clearly see the focal point 
move back and forth along the beam.  Really the only 

thing Supersharpy didn’t do well was to dim down to 
really low intensity – when widely de-focussed and run 
at 20% intensity there are mechanical elements of the 
mechanism evident in the projected image.  So don’t 
do that thing that you probably wouldn’t have done 
anyway.

The fixture uses either 23 or 27 DMX channels for control, 
and it’s Ethernet ready too.  It supports firmware update 
without power, and has a bunch of internal data logging 
too.  Cooling is on-demand fan forced, and once the 
unit has been on for a little while it does tend to become 
noisier as the fans ramp up.  Not like that matters, 
because if you’re close enough to hear the fans then 
Supersharpy is probably the wrong fixture to be using.

Clay Paky has obviously spent some time getting a nice 
selection of beam features to fit inside the Supersharpy 
head, and my hope is that these will be the reasons LDs 
use the fixture, rather than just having another weapon 
in the lighting arms race.  If you just want plain beams, 
then a Sharpy is probably bright enough.  If you want 
colourful beams that look like stuff, and you want them 
to throw a really long way, then Supersharpy is your new 
superhero.
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